
ROBERT FROST AN ENCOUNTER

An Encounter. Robert Frost - Once on the kind of day called â€œweather breeder," When the heat slowly hazes and the
sun. By its own power seems to.

Later poems return the focus to solitude, exploring how encounters and community only heighten loneliness
and isolation. Added to the National Register of Historic Places later that year, it opened as a museum in 
Close the door. Trees function as boundary spaces, where moments of connection or revelation become
possible. I must get out of here. But at last he murmured, 'Oh,' and again, 'Oh. Then whether from mistaken
courtesy And fear of seeming short of speech, or whether From hope of hearing good of what was mine, I said,
"There aren't enough to be worth while. I do think, though, you overdo it a little. Like the romanticized notion
of the solitary traveler, the poet was also separated from the community, which allowed him to view social
interactions, as well as the natural world, with a sense of wonder, fear, and admiration. I heard your rumbling
voice Out in the kitchen, and I don't know why, But I went near to see with my own eyes. Actively engaging
with natureâ€”whether through manual labor or explorationâ€”has a variety of results, including
self-knowledge, deeper understanding of the human condition, and increased insight into the metaphysical
world. Friends make pretense of following to the grave, But before one is in it, their minds are turned And
making the best of their way back to life And living people, and things they understand. This entry was posted
in Critical. Yet more I'd hate to hold my trees, except As others hold theirs or refuse for them, Beyond the time
of profitable growthâ€” The trial by market everything must come to. But don't expect I'm going to let you
have them. You couldn't care! Don't go to someone else this time. Posted by. The latter he nodded "Yes" to,
Or paused to say beneath some lovelier one, With a buyer's moderation, "That would do. There's someone
coming down the road! He spoke Advancing toward her: 'What is it you see From up there always--for I want
to know. We haven't to mind those. Longer dramatic poems explore how people isolate themselves even
within social contexts. I'm not so much Unlike other folks as your standing there Apart would make me out.
I'd hate to have them know it if I was. We could have some arrangement By which I'd bind myself to keep
hands off Anything special you're a-mind to name. I won't come down the stairs. So small the window frames
the whole of it. When stiff and sore and scarred I take away my hand From leaning on it hard In grass and
sand, The hurt is not enough: I long for weight and strength To feel the earth as rough To all my length. You're
crying. There are three stones of slate and one of marble, Broad-shouldered little slabs there in the sunlight On
the sidehill. He also discusses how encounters such as these were interesting to Frost because they were
human and natural. Storytelling has a long history in the United States, particularly in New England, and Frost
wanted to tap into this history to emphasize poetry as an oral art. I'm cursed. The Frost family would live in
the home for five years, and would continue to spend their summers there until  In , the town of Franconia
purchased the house and nine acres of land, restoring it and giving it the name The Frost Place. In this way, it
can be considered Frost having an encounter with the inherently human part of himself that is the ego. The
heart's gone out of it: why keep it up. He said to gain time: 'What is it you see,' Mounting until she cowered
under him. This Frostian setting consists of a speaker on a walk in nature that has encounter which allows
nature to entertain questions on him. I can't say I see how. Worth three cents more to give away than sell, As
may be shown by a simple calculation. These encounters stimulate moments of revelation in which the
speaker realizes her or his connection to others or, conversely, the ways that she or he feels isolated from the
community.


